Basics of Masks in PSP
Using masks can add wonderful effects to any graphic, from helping to create
blended images to framing your image and everything in between. Your limitation
is your imagination. At the same time, many struggle with learning the process like
I did. Hopefully this tutorial will help you understand the basics to get you started.
After that, you need to play, play, play to learn even more! I have geared this to
Beginner’s – at least with Masks!
A mask in PSP is an image that is a 256 greyscale image. In version 7 (and below I
think) they have a .msk extension direct from the factory, and in versions 8 and
above they have the .PspMask extension. I have been working with PSP since
version 6 and have never gotten my image to successfully save as a mask image, so
I use .jpg to save my masks. Yes, I have read and followed the instructions in help
file from versions 7 through X4 with no success. If anyone can help me learn that
I’ll be more than delighted to find out and will update this tut;O) However, I do find
that I can use the .jpg format masks in other programs as well, so I guess it works
for good.
The white space in a mask keeps whatever the layer image is, while the black part
of the mask will leave 100% transparency. The shades of grey result in various
amounts of transparency. So, let’s get started with creating a mask of our own.
MASK CREATION can be done in many ways. Any brush, drawing, image, gradient
or shape can be used to create a mask. For the purpose of simplicity, we’ll make one
with the selection method.
NOTE: I am using version X4 for all screenshots, but the process can be done in
any version of PSP. First thing to do, is reveal the ruler if you don’t already have
that set up. Simply go to View on the menu and click on Ruler if it isn’t already
checked (see below). Create a 500 x 500 transparent image (I use this size because
it is the limit in some versions of PSP and some other programs).

I have put black and white into the materials palette. Now we need to create a 256
greyscale image. On the Menu, choose Image and then scroll down to greyscale. To
verify it has been done, simply click on the foreground color in the materials palette
and you will see all the shades available. This is what it will look like:

Flood fill your image with black. Choose the selection tool, circle.

Put your cursor at 250, 250 (use ruler to guide you). Pull out something like
what’s above. On the Menu, choose Selection - Modify - Inside/Outside Feather.

Use these settings.

Your results should appear like this:

As you can see it does extend a bit out of the image, but that won’t affect your
result. Use the Flood Fill tool and fill it once with white and your result should look
like the above. Now we need to save the mask as a jpg for future use. To properly
do this we will export it and I export into My Documents and then My PSP
Files\Masks or for newer versions, My Corel PaintShop Pro files and the version 14,
then masks folder. I find the program doesn’t bog down as badly if you use these
folders instead of the internal folders found in My Program Files.

When exporting my mask, these are the settings I chose.

USING MASKS. Now that we’ve created our mask, we are ready to apply it to an
image. Your mask will be used differently depending on how to create it. For this
type of mask, we’re looking for an image we wish to keep the middle portion visible.
I chose to use a WET image from March for this mask. I don’t particularly like the
dark behind the rose, so I’ll create a different background after masking it.
Because you have exported the mask to your My Documents folder, you may or
may not need to close PSP and restart it to view your newly created mask. If you
don’t see your mask when you try to load it, that is probably the case. Open your
image (duplicate it and use the duplicate – shift + D). Rename the duplicate to
whatever you wish.

On the Menu choose Layers then Load/Save Masks, then Load Mask from Disk.
You will then encounter these flyouts. Select the mask you want to use (in this
case the mask you just created), then use settings here to load it. Click Okay.

This is what your image will look like at this point.

Now we need to merge our group to apply the mask.

Now this is how I finished my image, but you can do it exactly as you wish. I chose
to put a gradient on a layer below the masked rose. It happened to be a stock
gradient and then I simply put an angle on it.
After that I went back to the top layer and added text. As soon as I was happy
with that, I added a 5 pixel border using one of the lighter pinks in the rose. I
selected the border with my Magic Wand tool, and used this Inner Bevel setting:

The color I chose for the bevel was a darker pink from the rose. Then I inverted the
selection and used the cutout above.
After you de-select your results should look similar to this:

I hope this has helped you learn a bit more about masks. Since this is written just
for the group right now, get in touch with me if you have any further questions or
get stuck.
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